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About This Game

From the twisted puzzle minds behind the award winning Toki Tori comes a new game, simply called RUSH.
Fortunately for fans of high quality puzzle games, RUSH is anything but simple. In the game's fully three dimensional levels,

players need to guide cubes to color coded exit points using Conveyor belts, Warps, Stops Signs, Splits and more! The game can
be easily controlled with just the mouse, allowing your brain to fully focus on the solutions!

Key features:

Unique 3D puzzle solving gameplay with Conveyor Belts, Warps, Stop Signs, Splits and more.

Over 70 levels of increasing difficulty

Hint system, when your brain needs a break

Drag and Drop control system

Highly stylized environments

Steam Achievements

Multiple profiles
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For Mac & PC (uses Steam Play)
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Title: RUSH
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Two Tribes
Publisher:
Two Tribes Publishing
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2010

 a09c17d780 

WARNING: CURRENTLY NOT COMPATIBLE WITH OS X 10.11 (EL CAPITAN)
We are working on fixing this.

OS: OS X version Leopard 10.5.8, Snow Leopard 10.6.3, or later.

Processor: Intel

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics:

Hard Drive: 300 MB HD space

English,Dutch,French,German,Italian
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A neat $1.99 USD add-on. The MAN Lion\u2019s City A 47 M in game features are, seats 29, weight 11 tons, auto ramp and a
in game career mode cost of 190,000 EURO.

Pros
Nice looking bus
Great texture quality
easy to drive (shorter wheel base)

cons
First Person view is seated a little to far right
Sounds exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game
Dash is exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game even having the same mirror placement as the other MAN buses
featured in bus sim 16.

After 3 hours (at the time of writing this review) of driving the MAN A 47 M I am happy with the good quality of the bus.. I
was kind of less than enthused with the first GT pack they added but because of the promise of this pack I hoped that maybe
Namco Bandai would redeem itself...unfortunately this pack is kind of worse than the first.
They added in a handful of costumes none of which are really that great or worth owning, the characters in this DLC are a bit
better in my opinion than those in the first pack but the main story missions are over in the blink of an eye leaving you feeling
less than resolved and the three added PQs do add some extra play time BUT overall this pack is over so fast you're almost left
wondering what they really added at all.
It feels fragmented, as if they chopped a full GT pack into two halves to get more money out of their customers. It's nice to see
love for GT but this isn't the way to do it. Unless you are a solid completionist and hardcore Dragon Ball fan I say skip it
because nothing in this pack enhances the game enough to warrant a $9.99 asking price.. Inconvenient controls, mediocre
graphics.
Doesn't worth even to be purchased on sales.. Fabulously retro game from the late 90's which was already a tribute to games
from the 80's from the days when lives and continues ruled the day and it even has cakes!

Lego StarWars style multiplayer ( drop in, Drop out) and a ton of weapons, monsters and levels.

Yes... its dated a bit since it came out 20 years ago... but for a slice of retro kitch.... it doesnt get much better.
It has secret modes too... which are clearly 'in jokes' with the devteam.

This game was the first with so many graphics features back in the day which we take for granted now, and I'm just pleased its
finally come out on steam.
. This one is quite old, the sounds and visuals are nothing fancy (acceptable to me though), but the loco is suprisingly functional
- windows, doors, independent front\/rear lights, cab light, gauge light - all functional. The scenarios (standard type) are 30-50
minutes long and even some mainline action is included. I vote "yes" for this addon, considering how cheaply you can get one
nowadays.. Waste of money for a 'game' that looks worst than most free games out here. No RPG elements here whatsoever.
Looks more like a MMO and plays like one. A really bad one. I had much more fun playing Runscape for a whole 2 and a half
hours mining some iron, silver and gold ores to craft some weapons and utensils to sell in the market than 5 damn minutes of
this horrible joke of a game. Whatever you do, please don't waste 5 bucks on this bad joke unless you: a. Want to buy this game
if you like wasting money or want to review it online; b. Want to collect as many games as possible (only god knows why); c.
Are a masochist and like to suffer \/ have no soul; d. Don't know how to read (would be kinda sad though). Welp, that's my
warning. Wanna waste money? Wanna slowly poison your soul? Wanna have no fun whatsoever while wasting precious life time
(without godmode you're life has a limited lifespan, sorry. And no respawns allowed. Server admin just wants to see us suffer)
and brain cells? Wanna expirience the true definition of S H I T on your own computer? Well I'll be damned! Just buy this
game!. Updated review:
Overall opinion - I recommend this game. It is mostly fun.
This game has quite a few bugs in it, but none of them, from what I found, break saved games. A couple of them do require you
to quit the game and reload it, but saved-games are intact.
The bugs are not exploitable, but they are humourous. I kinda hope the dev's leave them in the game.
The ending of the game is a big letdown IMHO. It's like a cliff hanger at the end of a TV series season. Either the dev's intend
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to add more gameplay with an update, or they're going to release either DLC or a Deiland 2 to complete the story.
The keyboard controls take some getting used to, but once you've got them under control (pun intended), the game is easy to
play.

Old review:
Liking this game quite a lot. Will probably update this review at a later date after I've "finished" the game, but so far, very
good.. Ok i bought it for you guys.
Never, never buy this : it opens in a stamp screen and you cannot see anything, the intro is spamming you, yes you can read all
the team names ... well you will become mad after the first minutes. If you have not saved, gl, you will have the same opening
again.
 First combat ; nothing, totally bugged, it resolved without me seen anything, clicking as mad on space or backspace, no effect.
Succeeded to open it in full screen by clicking right on the window. Ahh noticed you can open the option with the F1 key, hope
it can help people having yet bought the game.
Playing it is not so bad if you have solved all above. Combats remind me my firsts games in the 1990'.

 I spent 9 euros to tell you that, thank me and have a better luck. Really, you think this to be sold on steam ?. gameplay 9/10
(40% better than motogp 13)
graphics 6/10 (like current gen console on gtx670 max setting)
audio 4/10 (poor audio on dolby support headset)
recommended but waited from now to get patch to fix better graphics and audio
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Well I've had a blast playing oniken, awesome game. Not only feels like a retro old school platformer, but plays like an old
game. Even with those small things that♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥us off back on the NES times: throwback when hit, specially near cliffs,
back to beginning of the level after losing all lives, instant death things on the environment, cheap bosses and such.

But after all those frustrating features, the game have much better controls than the old games. It's very fluid and precise. I
played with a X One controller and the character 'weight' seemed very nice. The key to beat this game is to have patience and
learn every single step you'll need to take, the accurate precision of the control is more than necessary to master the levels.
When you do, it's so rewarding. Its just like in the past, when you beat a tough level and feel like mastering the game indeed.

The graphics and sounds are not memorable comparing to other indie retro games around. They're nice though. Oniken for me
seems like one of that obscure little gems that almost no one knew and few talked about, until a friend got it and all kids on the
neighbourhood went to that friend's house to see the game.

Overall I'd recommend this one to big retro platformer fans, who likes difficult games and could spend 1 hour trying to beat one
single level. If you don't like those kind of games and are willing to play more casual or not so difficult games, you probably be
frustrated with oniken. You probably should look for similar titles like Shovel Knight and such.

But I'd kindly insist that casual players should take a look at it and have a little extra patience to play Oniken. It'll totally worth
it.. Duration: About 20 hours.

Good solid scenarios as you move through Sicily and towards Rome. The small variety of US tanks misses a little and I didn't
feel this DLC was as interesting as it could have been. Still solid, but not great.

7\/10. This is a wonderful game for anyone who likes space empire building games. I've put 800 hours in so far, and despite its
buggy nature (which can be fixed by utilizing a balance mod, google it) is one of my favorite games. I really wish there could be
a sequal for this one.. Waste of money.. *Updated review*
I have to commend the dev for rolling out these updates quickly. I liked the the game when it first came out, but now that it has
been updated it is much better. I do notice that the enemies don't teleport as quickly as before making it easier to handle them
along with the new main weapon. The new UI interaction notification thing really helps to understand what each of the
machines do. The meteorite search machine is much better that it is shorter as it wasn't intuitive to look up to see what it does,
now you can easily see the direction of meteorite. The new animation of the main character, and the totally different main
weapon feels much better. There is no more pistol like in the preview, but kind of like a semi automatic rifle now. It has a nice
weight to it. Overall I think there were more changes but I can't list them all off the top of my head, but now the game feels
much more polished.

old review
{I think I am starting to get the hang of this game. I found the "encounter" with the enemies to be challenging, and they can be a
bit scary as your radar only picks meteorite or memory fragments, they can be creepy especially when they pop out of the
shadows. I like the concept and direction of the game so I'd recommend to those that like challenges. I get satisfaction from
figuring out how to survive.}. This game is amazing and it defined my childhood.. THIS game really takes me back to my
childhood. I used to play this on my parents' macintosh apple (the one that actually looked like an apple) in the late 90s and early
2000s. This game, Nanosaur, and MDK are what got me into PC gaming.

This game has an excellent music selection, the mechanics are fun and simple, and the graphics are cartoonish and fun, which
gives it a more timeless feel. It's easy, but it can be challenging, even replaying it now after 18 years.. i like doh doh's they ate
sweat. Item selection is done using the right controller. Item previewing and manipulation is done using the left controller.
Teleportation is done by pressing the right controller's grip buttons. Pick room layout #3, teleport over to the balcony, then
select various sky boxes. That'll win you over. The graphics and lighting look fantastic. If you have a decent graphics card, you
can build yourself a pretty sweet pad. I couldn't get any of the video or music streaming to work, but it probably just requires I
give it some more investigation. Either way, I'd say it's a great start!. this was really short but vary scary and for 0.99 cents its a
hell of a deal! dont belive me check out my video it will tell you alot more about the game then i ever could. :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GJ39Fl0XMA
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